Abstract-In this paper, we introduce a class of irredundant lowpower techniques for encoding instruction or data source words before they are transmitted over buses. The key idea is to partition the source-word space into a number of sectors with unique identifiers called sector heads. These sectors can, for example, correspond to address spaces for the code, heap, and stack segments of one or more application programs. Each source word is then dynamically mapped to the appropriate sector and is encoded with respect to the sector head. In general, the sectors may be determined a priori or can dynamically be updated based on the source word that was last encountered in that sector. These sector-based encoding techniques are quite effective in reducing the number of interpattern transitions on the bus, while incurring rather small power and delay overheads. For a computer system without an on-chip cache, the proposed techniques decrease the switching activity of data address and multiplexed address buses by an average of 55% to 67%, respectively. For a system with on-chip cache, up to 55% transition reduction is achieved on a multiplexed address bus between the internal cache and the external memory. Assuming a 10 pF per line bus capacitance, we show that, by using the proposed encoding techniques, a power reduction of up to 52% can be achieved for an external data address bus and 42% for the multiplexed bus between cache and main memory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

W
ITH THE rapid increase in the complexity and speed of integrated circuits and the popularity of portable embedded systems, power consumption has become a critical design criterion. In today's processors, a large number of input/output (I/O) pins are dedicated to interface the processor core to the external memory through high-speed address and data buses. Compared to a general-purpose high-performance processor, an embedded processor has much fewer transistors integrated on the chip. Therefore, the amount of the energy dissipated at I/O pins of an embedded processor is significant when it is compared with the total power consumption of the processor. On the other hand, there is a lot of locality in the memory access patterns of digital signal processing (DSP) applications compared to general applications. Consequently, low-power bus encoding techniques are often more attractive in the context of embedded and DSP processors. It is desirable to encode the values sent over these buses to decrease the switching activity and thereby reducing the bus power consumption. An encoder on the sender side does this encoding, whereas a decoder on the receiver side is required to restore the original values. For this approach to be effective the power consumed by the encoder and the decoder has to be much less than the power saved as a result of activity reduction on the bus. Furthermore, there should be a small delay penalty. These constraints, which are imposed on the encoder/decoder logic, limit the space of possible encoding solutions. Although numerous encoding techniques for instruction-address buses have been reported, [2] - [5] , [7] , [9] - [11] , etc., there are not as many encoding methods for data address or multiplexed address buses [6] , [9] . In the case of instruction address bus encoding, a high correlation between consecutive addresses (as a result of sequential addresses) is exploited-this is to decrease the number of transitions on the bus. Although the sequential addresses are interrupted when control-flow instructions are executed, it is still possible to encode the addresses effectively. This is because the offset (arithmetic difference) between consecutive addresses is typically a small integer value [1] . Unfortunately, there is much less correlation between consecutive data addresses, and the offsets are usually much larger. Therefore, reducing the transitions on a data address bus, in the course of bus encoding, is a much more difficult task. For multiplexed address buses, compared to data only, there is more correlation between addresses because of the presence of instruction addresses; thus, more reduction in activity can potentially be obtained when compared to data addresses. However, the presence of two different address streams (i.e., instruction and data addresses) with different characteristics makes the encoding even more complex.
In this paper we introduce low overhead encoding methods targeting data addresses and multiplexed address buses. Our methods are irredundant, meaning that they do not require any additional lines to be added to the bus. This feature makes it possible to adopt our techniques in an existing system without making any changes to the chip pinouts and the designed printed circuit board. It will be seen that the second group of encoders, known as fixed sectors, have very low delay and power consumption overhead. The reason is that no complex operation such as addition is used in them.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the related works are described. Section III provides the insight and a top-level view of the proposed sector-based encoding techniques. Our encoding techniques are presented in Section IV. Section V presents experimental results of utilizing our techniques to encode address buses and a detailed investigation of the overhead of encoders and decoders. The conclusion and future works are discussed in Section VI. [6] . Their method takes advantage of the fact that data accesses tend to remain in a small set of working zones. For the addresses that lie in each of these zones, a relatively high degree of locality is observed. Each working zone requires a dedicated register called zone register that is used to keep track of the accesses in that zone. When a new address arrives, the offset of the address is calculated with respect to all zone registers. The address is thus mapped to the working zone with the smallest offset. If the offset is sufficiently small, one-hot encoding is performed and the result is sent on the bus using transition signaling (by transition signaling, we mean that instead of sending the code itself, we XOR it with the previous value of the bus). Otherwise, the address itself is sent over the bus. The working-zone method uses one extra line to show whether encoding has been done or the original value has been sent. It also uses additional lines to identify the working zone that was used to compute the offset. Based on this information, the decoder on the other side of the bus can uniquely decode the address.
The working-zone method also has the ability to detect a stride in any of the working zones. A stride is a constant offset that occurs between multiple consecutive addresses repeatedly and if detected, can be used to completely eliminate the switching activity for such addresses. For instruction addresses, stride corresponds to the offset of sequential instructions. Stride is very important when instruction address encoding is tackled. In fact, the large number of sequential instructions with constant stride is the foundation of considerable transition savings that is usually seen in instruction address encoding techniques. For data addresses, stride can occur when, for example, a program is accessing elements of an array in the memory. Except for special cases, detecting and utilizing strides has a very small impact on decreasing the switching activity of data addresses.
The working-zone method has a large area and power dissipation overhead due to the complexity of the decoder and encoder logic. In addition, it can completely be ineffective with some address traces. Consider a data-address bus where address offsets are not small enough to be mapped to one-hot code; in such a case, the original address is sent over the bus, which usually causes many transitions on the bus.
Another encoding method that can be used for data addresses is the bus-invert method [7] . The bus-invert selects between the original and the inverted pattern in a way that minimizes the switching activity on the bus. The resulting patterns, together with an extra bit (to notify whether the address or its complement has been sent) are transition signaled over the bus. This technique is quite effective for reducing the number of ones in addresses with random behavior, but it is ineffective when addresses exhibit some degree of locality. To make the bus-invert method more effective, the bus can be partitioned into a handful of bit-level groups and a bus invert can be separately applied to each of these groups. However, this scheme will increase the number of surplus bits required for the encoding, which is absolutely undesirable.
In [8] , Mamidipaka et al. proposed an encoding technique based on the notion of self-organizing lists. They use a list to create a one-to-one mapping between addresses and codes. The list is reorganized in every clock cycle to map the most frequently used addresses to codes with fewer ones. For multiplexed address buses, they used a combination of their method and INC-XOR [9] . In INC-XOR, which is proven to be quite effective on instruction address buses, each address is XORed with the summation of the previous address and the stride; the result is then transition-signaled over the bus. Obviously, when consecutive addresses grow by the stride, no transitions will occur on the bus. The size of the list in this method has a significant impact on the performance. To achieve satisfactory results, it is necessary to use a long list. However, the large hardware overhead associated with maintaining long lists makes this technique quite expensive. Furthermore, the encoder and the decoder hardware are practically complex and their power consumption appears to be quite large.
In [9] , Ramprasad et al. proposed a low-power coding framework for address and data buses. Although the authors have introduced a general coding framework and a number of noteworthy low-power coding methods for encoding the instruction addresses, their proposed methods are not as effective as those proposed by us in this paper. For the benchmarks used in [9] , the most effective method is Gray coding for the data addresses and INC-XOR for the multiplexed addresses. We will show in our experimental results that our proposed techniques outperform both of these methods by a wide margin.
III. OVERVIEW
We propose three sector-based encoding techniques. All of these techniques partition the source word space into disjointed sectors. Each source word is encoded based on the sector in which it is located. Usually, the source words that are in the same sector have a tendency to be close to each other in terms of their magnitudes. This implies that if we encode each source word with respect to the previous source word accessed in the same sector, spatial locality will enable us to develop an encoding technique that would result in only a small number of bit transitions on the bus.
To elaborate on this statement, we consider two cases as follows. In the first case, a trace of source words, which are scattered all over the source-word space, is sent over a bus without any encoding. Because these source words are dispersed, it is likely that they will have large Hamming distances between their binary representations. In the second case, we partition the source-word space into two sectors so that the original trace is divided into two subtraces based on this sectorization. In each sector, the source words are closer to each other and if we sum up the inter-pattern transitions of these two sub-traces, this summation will be less than the total transition count for the original trace. In practice, source words are not partitioned into two sub-traces; it is the function of the encoder to do this "virtual separation" of source words in the trace. This statement is the key insight behind the proposed sector-based encoding techniques.
As a first example, let us consider the data addresses for a memory system without a cache. Each data access generated by the CPU may be used for either accessing a data value in a stack, which is used for storing function return addresses and local variables, or in a heap, which is used to hold global data and dynamically-allocated variables. The stack may reside in some memory segment, e.g., in the upper half of the memory, whereas the heap may reside in another memory segment, e.g., in the lower half of the memory. Let and denote Heap and Stack accesses, respectively. By access, we mean address-bus transitions that occur when the stack is accessed after a heap access. , , and are defined similarly. The number of bit transitions caused by and accesses is often higher than those for the and accesses. As explained earlier, this is because the heap and stack sectors are usually placed far from one another in the memory address space. From detailed simulations performed on a large number of benchmark programs, we have observed that if we apply the Offset-XOR encoding technique [9] to a data address bus, and accesses will be responsible for about 73% of the entire bit transitions. Now, suppose we break the trace into two parts, one includes accesses to the stack, whereas the other includes accesses to the heap. If we separately apply the Offset-XOR encoding to each of these two traces and sum up transitions for each trace, then up to 61% reduction in the switching activity will be achieved, with respect to the undivided trace.
Next, consider the bus between cache and main memory. Blocks that need to be fetched from or written to the main memory belong to different processes. If two blocks belong to the same physical page, their addresses will be very close to one another. However, if they are not in the same page, then they can be significantly far from one another. The total transitions caused by two consecutive accesses, which happen to fall in the same page, tend to be much smaller than the transition counts of successive accesses in different pages. The same behavior is observed when multiple masters are communicating with different devices on the same bus. Consider AMBA bus [14] as an example. The addresses that the different masters are accessing can be uncorrelated and may cause a large number of transitions on the bus when the control of the bus is handed over. When sector-based encoding is applied to the AMBA bus, each sender and receiver will have a copy of the sector heads. Although, in the long run, a source word may be encoded with respect to any of the sector heads, we expect that a sender will use the same sector head for some time before resorting to another sector head. This is because the current sector head likely retains the last source word that was sent over the bus by that sender in a previous session so we expect that source words in the current session to be relatively close to that sector head. So, it is as if the sector heads were automatically distributed among different sources (one sender may however use more than one sector head). Thus, locality within the source words of each sender will be effectively exploited by our proposed method.
One advantage of the encoding techniques presented in this work is that they do not require any redundant bits. Obviously, in the codeword, some bits are dedicated for conveying information about the sector that has been used as a reference for encoding. The remaining bits are used for encoding the offset (i.e., the difference between the new source word and the previous one accessed in that sector, which is kept in a special register called the sector head). We propose three different encoding techniques. The first two are suitable only when source words are accessed in two separate sectors. As will be explained shortly, in the first method, the sectors are dynamically changed so that the encoding method can distinguish between source words in different sectors more generally, i.e., even if the source words get very close to each other. In the second and third methods, partitioning is done statically. For these methods, it is very important to partition the source-word space into disjointed sectors, such that source words are evenly distributed over all sectors.
IV. ENCODING TECHNIQUES
A. Dynamic-Sector (DS) Encoder
The first category of encoders that we will investigate includes dynamic-sector encoders, which adaptively modify the sectorization scheme in response to the access patterns they encounter. A sector is a collection of source words that are encoded with respect to the same reference address, called the sector head. Here, we examine encoding with exactly two sectors. This means the source-word space is partitioned into two different sectors, with one sector head in each of them; each sector is a contiguous piece of the source-word space. Although it is possible to extend this method to support more than two sectors, it will not be suitable for low-power bus encoding as the larger number of sector heads makes this method very complex and costly.
The DS encoder uses two sector heads. To encode a source word, its arithmetic offset is computed with respect to both sector heads and one of the sector heads is chosen as the reference address for encoding that source word. The codeword consists of two different kinds of bits, a single bit that specifies the sector head used for encoding and the remaining bits ( for an -bit address bus) that encode the offset of the source word, with respect to the selected sector head. After the codeword is computed, based on the selected sector head and sent to the receiver, the sector head value is updated with the last source word. This means that the sectors are dynamically changed and that they track the source words.
To understand how bits can be used to encode an -bit offset (i.e., the original source word minus the value of one of the sector heads), consider a circular source word space where is adjacent to 0 (see Fig. 1 .) Consider and shown on the circle. An -bit offset with respect to will cover the upper portion of the circle. Similarly, the lower portion of the circle is covered by . Therefore, given the and shown on Fig. 1(a) , the entire space can be covered using an -bit offset with respect to one of the sector heads. Now consider Fig. 1(b) . In this case the arcs covered by and intersect. There is a portion of the source word space, which is covered twice (doubly covered or DC) and there is a portion, which cannot be covered using an -bit offset (not covered or NC). Note that, adding to a point in NC maps it to a point in DC. This fact will be used when encoding the points in NC. If a point is in DC, it can be encoded with respect to any of two sector heads. We encode it with respect to its closest sector head. This leaves one of the potential codewords unused. If a point where is in NC, first is added to it. This maps it to . Now, if the point is encoded with respect to the closest sector head, the encoding will not be one-to-one, i.e., the decoder will not be able to find out whether or has been sent. Therefore, the source word is encoded with respect to the sector head, which is farthest from it (i.e., the code that has not been used.)
In the sequel, and are assumed to be -bit integers. All the arithmentic is done modulo . We say is closer to than when is smaller than . Take note that is a nonnegative number. Lemma: When sweeps the -bit space, half of the time it is closer to and half of the time it is closer to . If is closer to , then will be closer to and vice versa. Proof: Proving that both and cannot be closer to will be sufficient since it will partition the source-word space into two subgroups; one of them closer to and the other closer to . For any two -bit numbers and as depicted in Fig. 2 , it is easy to verify that: constant Therefore, for any arbitrary numbers and , we will have and the proof is complete.
Note that is equal to the length of the shortest arc between and either or . If and are both even or both odd, and will never be equal and will be closer to one of or . This simplifies the encoding and decoding. Thus, we enforce the requirement that both sector heads must always be odd numbers. Proof: From the previous lemma, it is clear that is calculated with respect to for half of the source words and with respect to for the other half. Since LSB-Inv is a one-to-one mapping of source-words in the -bit space, it does not have any impact on the proof and the emphasis is on and . For every -bit number , either or is closer to and will generate . We call it and we have . Similarly, there is another number , which will generate and is closer to . and are distinct numbers because one of them is closer to and the other is closer to . Therefore, for every -bit number , we have found two distinct numbers ( and ) such that applying function to them will generate and the proof is complete.
Using the theorem, we explain how the DS encoder works. We call the two sector heads and . First, ) is calculated. This is an -bit integer. We use the MSB bit to send the sector identifier, which represents the sector whose head was closer to the source word and has been used for encoding. For example, 0 can be used for and 1 for . We call this bit the Sector-ID bit. Therefore, the DS encoder is defined as shown in the equation at the bottom of the page. The resulting code is transition signaled over the bus (i.e., it is XORed with the previous value of the bus.) The above theorem guarantees that for any arbitrary values of sector heads, the -bit source word is mapped to an -bit integer in a one-to-one manner. As a result, it is possible to uniquely decode the numbers on the receiver side.
Let us take a closer look at how this one-to-one mapping is put together. Consider an arbitrary source word in the DC set. Obviously, is in the NC set. Assume that is closer to so that it will be encoded with respect to . We wish to assign a codeword for . The reasonable candidate is the codeword that would have been generated for , if it had been encoded with respect to . On the other hand, consider that we forget for the moment that is not covered by any of the two sector heads. From the above theorem, is closer to . So, if we simply use the rule that every source word should be encoded with respect to the sector head that is closest to it, then will be encoded with respect to . Now we know that the encoding of and with respect to will be exactly the same, because both of them will have the same offset with respect to . In formula form Consequently, by adopting the simple and straightforward rule of "encoding a source word with respect to its closest sector head," we will be using all of the unused codewords for source words in the DC set to encode the source words in the NC set. This process is equivalent to mapping the NC set to the DC set (by inverting the MSB bit) and encoding the source words with respect to the sector head that is farthest from them, which will clearly result in a one-to-one mapping. Therefore, our general rule is to measure the distance from a source word to both sector heads and encode the source word with respect to the closest sector head. As a final step, LSB-Inv is applied to the lower bits of the word to reduce the number of ones in small negative offsets [10] . When LSB-Inv applied to large negative numbers, then the number of one's in the word will increase. In practice, on average, the LSB-Inv function is quite effective in reducing the number of ones in the word, since offsets in each sector tend to be small integer numbers.
On the receiver side, an XOR operation is first required to reverse the effect of transition signaling and extract the codeword. The sector is easily determined based on the MSB. Next, by using the value of the corresponding sector head in the receiver side (note that the sector heads on the sender and receiver sides are synchronized) and the remaining bits of the codeword, the source word is computed. After this step, it is determined whether the computed is actually closer to the sector head that has been used for decoding. If this is true, the source word has been correctly calculated; otherwise, a value of will be added to to produce the correct source word (note that adding is equal to inverting the MSB). See equation at the bottom of the page. Table I shows an example of using DS to encode a three-bit source-word space. The first column denotes the original source words. The two underlined numbers in this column show the sector heads ( is 001 and is 011.) The second and third columns provide the distance with respect to the two sector heads. The fourth column shows the that should be used in the calculation of , which is determined by comparing the distances to the two sector heads. The fifth column shows the offset of to the closest sector head. The next column is , which is calculated by casting the previous column to two bits and then applying the LSB-Inv function. The last column shows the codewords before transition signaling. The MSB of the codewords shows the Sector-ID, i.e., it is zero for the addresses that are encoded with respect to and one for those encoded with respect to . Table II shows how the values received on the bus are decoded in the receiver. The first column shows the bus value and the next column shows the codeword that is extracted form the bus by XORing consecutive values on the bus. The third column shows the sector head that should be used for decoding based on the Sector-ID bit of the codeword. The next column shows (refer to the decoding algorithm). If (source word) is covered by at least one of the codewords, will be equal to . Otherwise, its MSB is inverted to compute . Finally, the last two columns show the updated value of sector heads after each decoding. Initial values of the bus and sector heads have been shown in parenthesis at top of their respective columns.
The DS encoding method can be extended to support more sectors. The resulting encoding/decoding function will be rather slow and power consuming and will not be suitable as a low-power bus-encoding technique. However, the encoding is an interesting function that may be useful in other applications. In this extension, there will be no restriction on the number of sectors except that it should a power of two. Therefore, more than one bit may be used for the Sector-ID. The rest of the bits will contain the offset information with respect to one of the sector heads. Therefore, if a stream of source words is properly
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Sector denotes the concatenation operator if then Odd Odd is the smallest odd number greater than or equal to else Odd Set the sector head to current source word Another technique, which can help to further reduce the transition count, is to minimize the transitions associated with Sector-ID bit(s). Sometimes it is possible to predict the Sector-ID; therefore, it will be enough to send only the misprediction information. In this case, transition of the Sector-ID bits can be significantly reduced. This technique will have a significant impact if the number of sectors is high.
B. Fixed-Sector Encoders
In this section, we take a look at another set of sector-based encoding techniques that utilize static partitioning of the source-word space. By exploiting a fixed-sector scheme, the encoding and decoding functions become much simpler. These techniques, which will collectively be referred to as FS encoders, are not as general as the DS encoders in the sense that two consecutive source words, which are far from each other, may be assigned to the same sector. In such a case, they will be encoded with respect to the same sector head; therefore, a large number of bit-level transitions may occur when the codewords are sent over the bus. However, the FS encoders have two major advantages over the DS encoders:
1) Simplicity-The encoder functions are simple, and consequently, have negligible delay overhead. 2) Scalability-If DS is scaled to support more than two sectors, the encoder/decoder will become too complex and costly (in terms of area, delay, and power consumption) to be used for a low-power purpose. In contrast, as it will be seen, FS can easily be scaled to support an arbitrary number of sectors. This is attractive, for example, when the target bus is the bus between the internal cache and the outside memory chip or a bus shared by multiple masters and slaves. On the bus between the cache and the main memory, the addresses of instructions and data blocks of multiple applications are sent to the main memory, which will make a trace of addresses scattered over the address space. On a shared bus between multiple masters and slaves, although addresses generated during communication between a particular master-slave pair tend to be highly correlated, these addresses can be quite uncorrelated when considering communications among different DS Decoder is the received codeword after transition signaling This is equivalent to applying LSB first and then doing sign extension if then   If  then  else   If  then  if  then  Odd  else Odd master-slave pairs. A sector-based encoder will thus need more than two sectors to be effective for such buses.
1) Fixed Two-Sector Encoder:
A fixed two-sector encoder is the simplest two sectors scheme. The sectors are defined as the lower half and the upper half of the source-word space. There is one sector head for each sector. Since the MSB is constant and known for each sector, we use only bits to show the sector head. The MSB of the source word determines if the sector head is to be used for encoding. In addition, the MSB is copied to the MSB of the codeword. The remaining bits are obtained by XORing the sector head with the source word. To do this, we have to cast the sector head to an -bit number; more precisely, we concatenate a zero with it at the left. See equation at the bottom of the page. The codeword is transition signaled over the bus. and are -bit numbers and they are in the lower half and upper half of the memory map, respectively. The simplicity of FTS comes from the fact that, unlike DS, no subtraction or comparison is required to determine the sector head to be used. This simplifies both the encoder and the decoder. Next, we will see how FTS can be modified to support more sector heads.
2) Fixed Multisector (FMS) Encoder:
In FMS encoding, the source-word space is partitioned into multiple sectors, where the number of sectors is a power of 2. Consider FTS encoding when all source words lie in the lower half of the memory. Clearly the FTS encoding degenerates to XORing source words over the bus, which performs poorly. FMS overcomes this potential weakness by applying two methods: 1) increasing the number of sectors, which helps to reduce the probability of having distant source words in the same sector 2) using segments to partition the source-word space. A detailed description of FMS follows. Suppose the source-word space is divided into sectors. If the same approach as FTS is used, the most significant bits of the source word are required as Sector-ID bits. These bits will be the same for the source word and the codeword. The remaining bits in the source word are then XORed with the corresponding bits of the sector head to compose the codeword (similar to FTS, sector-heads are bits each and should be concatenated with zeros before the XOR operation). However, the increased number of sectors may not be sufficient to achieve a uniform distribution of the source words over the sectors. Consider the main memory of a system with an internal cache. Compared to the whole address-word space, the size of the main memory is so small that it may reside in one of the sectors. For this reason, we propose a new technique for partitioning the source-word space. Instead of using the MSB bits, some of the intermediate bits of the source words are used as Sector-ID bits. This changes the sectors from large contiguous sections to smaller disjointed (dispersed) sections. We call each of these subsections a segment of the sector and this type of partitioning dispersed sectorization. Now consider the two different sectorization methods as depicted in Fig. 3 . In contiguous sectorization, the number of sectors that cover the source words between any two arbitrary numbers in the source word space depends on the value of those boundary numbers and the number of sectors. However, in dispersed sectorization, the size of the segments will also be a factor in determining the number of sectors between two different source words. Even if a subsection is small, as long as that space includes a segment from each of the sectors, source words that lie in that space can fall in any of the sectors. Suppose there are sectors in FMS. Each of the sector heads is a source word bounded to one of the sectors. Consequently, bits of each sector head are fixed and known. Therefore, we only need for each sector head. However, to make the following pseudocode easier to understand, we assume that sector heads are also -bit numbers and those bits that are in the position of the sector-ID bits are zeros. The sector to which each sector head belongs is known based on the sector head index. The Sector-ID bits in the source word are used to select the correct sector head for codeword calculation and they are copied to the codeword like the FTS encoder. We use these bits to arrive at the corresponding sector head and XOR the source word with that sector head to generate the codeword. The Notice that these bits can be chosen from nonconsecutive locations in the word. The answer to the above-mentioned question depends on the characteristics of the source word. In the sequel, we consider a bus between an internal cache and an external memory. For such a system, based on our simulations, we can state that there is an optimum range for the Sector-ID bits. As long as the Sector-ID bits are within that range, their exact location does not matter. Assume that Sector-ID bits are contiguous bits in the source word. As depicted in Fig. 3 , shifting the position of the Sector-ID bits to the right will make the segments smaller. A main memory usually occupies a small portion of the address space. The segments should be small enough so that at least one segment of each sector is included in the memory space. This guarantees that all sectors will be used for the encoding. On the other hand, the Sector-ID bits should be shifted to the left to make each segment at least as large as one physical page in a memory paging system. Although consecutive pages in virtual address space can be far from each other, they may be translated to close physical memory addresses. However, as long as the addresses are within the same virtual page, they will be mapped to the same physical page. Therefore, they will remain just as close as they were before translation. Suppose multiple programs are executed in the system. All cache misses generate requests to the external memory. Every time execution of a program is stopped and another program is executed, many cache misses happen. These misses are due to reading the code and data of the new program from consecutive blocks in physical pages. The dispersed sectorization scheme should place all of these source words in the same sector. This is why it is beneficial for the segments to be larger than the physical memory pages. As long as the Sector-ID bits satisfy the two aforementioned constraints and remain within the corresponding bounds, high performance can be achieved.
V. EXPERMINETAL RESULTS
To evaluate our encoding techniques, we simulated SPEC'2000 benchmark programs [13] using the simplescalar simulator [12] . The reported results are based on averaging over six programs from the benchmark set, namely vpr (field programmable gate array circuit placement and routing software), parser (Word processing software), gcc (C language compiler), vortex (object-oriented database), equake (seismic wave propagation simulation), and art (image recognition/neural networks). The first four of these programs has been selected from the integer benchmark set, whereas the last two are from the floating point benchmark set. We generated three different sets of address traces, each representing a different memory configuration. The first two traces were generated for a memory system without an on-chip cache and are traces of data and multiplexed addresses, respectively. A data address trace includes only the data accesses and assumes that data and instruction buses are separate. A multiplexed address trace includes both instruction and data addresses. The amount of correlation in multiplexed address traces is much higher than in data address traces because of the instruction addresses. The third set of traces was generated for a system with two levels of internal caches and a memory management unit that translates second-level cache misses into physical addresses. The second level cache is a unified cache; therefore, addresses that miss this cache are either instruction or data addresses requesting for data and instruction blocks.
We compared our proposed techniques with the INC-XOR, Gray encoding, and the working-zone techniques. INC-XOR and Gray coding are reported in [9] to have resulted in the best results for data and multiplexed addresses. For the working-zone method, we used two registers and thus call this method WZE-2 for short [6] . First, we present a detailed comparison of our methods and the above techniques when applied to the data address traces. Next, we present the results of similar comparisons for other sets of traces. Table III contains the detailed results for data address traces (no cache). For each trace we have shown the original number of transitions (Base) and number of transitions after applying different techniques. We have also shown the percentage reduction in the total number of transitions for each trace and each encoding technique and average for all traces.
Similar experiments were performed on two other sets of traces, and results are reported in Table IV . Numbers in parentheses in the FMS column denote the number of Sector-ID bits that were used. As we can see, our techniques outperform other techniques for all kinds of traces. INC-XOR is ineffective for these two traces because it counts on mostly sequential behavior of source words, which was not the case here. Gray and WZE-2 techniques perform much better than INC-XOR, but still have lower performance than our techniques. For the multiplexed addresses with cache, FMS performs significantly better than other techniques. This is due to the fact that in this case, the number of sectors in which the source words are scattered, is higher than that for previous sets of traces. As a result, the benefits of sector-based encoding techniques become more pronounced in this case.
FMS
Figs. 4 and 5 depict the encoders for DS and FMS, respectively. The encoder for FTS has not been shown because of its similarity to the FMS encoder. In these figures, the signals have been tagged with the bits they carry. For example, represents bits 31 to 1. To evaluate the overhead of the techniques, we estimated the power consumption of the encoders. For this, we designed all encoders in Berkeley logic interchange format (BLIF) and used sequential interactive synthesis (SIS) to generate their netlists. The netlists were optimized using SIS script.rugged and mapped to a 1.5-V 0.18-m CMOS library using the SIS technology mapper. We generated the SIS library file by extracting and modeling the layouts of logic cells in a 0.18-m industrial library. The I/O voltage was assumed to be 3.3 V. The address traces were fed into a gate-level simulation program called sim-power in order to estimate the power consumption of the encoders and decoders. The clock frequency was 50 MHz. We then calculated the power dissipated on the bus in the absence of any encoding. We assumed a 10 pF capacitance per bus line. Then, we calculated the amount of bus power saved as a result of applying different encoding techniques. For DS and FTS, we used a data-address bus with no cache. For FMS, we experimented over the multiplexed bus between a cache and the main memory. FMS was the most efficient technique in this case. The experimental results are reported in Table V. Note that the working-zone encoder needs several subtractors for calculating offsets with respect to zone registers, several comparators for choosing the zone register with the smallest offset, a subtractor and several registers and comparators for detecting the stride, and finally a special table for encoding the offset to a one-hot code. This means its overhead is much higher than our sector-based encoders. In terms of delay and area, FMS has the lowest overhead. It only consists of four levels of logic. In contrast, the encoding techniques that require adding addresses or incrementing them [2] , [3] , [6] , etc., need more than ten levels of logic for a 32-bit bus. Table VI shows the number of gates and the area required for the proposed encoders.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new approach for bus encoding through sectorization of source-word space. The sectorization can be either dynamic or fixed. Adaptive sectorization is a more general approach, whereas the fixed sectorization requires less computational effort. Both techniques can be extended to include as many sectors as desired. These techniques can effectively decrease the transition count of streams with sectorized behavior. Thus, they are very good candidates for encoding over shared buses where an uncorrelated address is dispatched by my multiple sources. We compared different approaches in terms of power, delay and scalability. For the multiple fixed-sector method, we identified a technique that partitions the sectors evenly. We also showed that using our methods, up to 52% power reduction can be achieved for an external data address bus and 42% reduction for a multiplexed bus between internal cache and external memory. 
